
PART A.          Sailing Instructions APPLYING TO 
ALL VESSELS SAILING FROM THE CLUB

A1. SAFETY OF PARTICIPANTS
The safety of a boat and her entire management, including insurance shall be the sole responsibility of the owner/person in charge, who must ensure that the boat and crew are adequate to face the conditions that may arise in the course of sailing. Neither these sailing instructions, nor any inspection of the boat, limit or reduce the absolute responsibility of the owner/person in charge for the crew, the boat or her management. Perth Sailing Club shall not be responsible for any loss, damage, death or personal injury howsoever caused to the owner/person in charge or crew, as a result of their taking part in the racing/sailing. Moreover, every owner/person in charge warrants the suitability of the boat for racing/sailing.
Persons under the age of 18 years, shall not use PSC facilities unless under the supervision of a responsible adult.
A2. RESCUE
During rescue operations, all participants will obey the instructions of the safety Officer. Failure to do so may result in disqualification of a racing boat.      Should the Safety Boat not be immediately available, all boats in the vicinity must offer assistance to a capsized or otherwise disabled boat.
A3. INSURANCE AND MEASUREMENT
All boats racing must have a current measurement certificate.      All boats launching from the club must be insured with a reputable Insurance Company against third party liabilities for at least £1,000,000 although a figure of £2,000,000 is recommended and preferred. All boats must carry a paddle and an adequate bailer. All of the aforementioned must be produced for inspection if so requested
A4. LIABILITY
Members of the Club and their guests, or visitors using the Club premises, boats, moorings, or other facilities provided by the Club do so entirely at their own risk and impliedly agree to accept the following limitation of liability: -
The Club will not be responsible for any damage to, or loss of any property belonging to members, their guests, or visitors, nor will the Club accept any liability for personal injury sustained by members, their guests, or visitors arising out of the use of the Club's premises, the Club boat(s), or any other facility provided by the Club, or participation in any event organised by the club whether or not such damage or injury shall be occasioned by the neglect, default or negligence of any of them, the officers, committee or servants of the Club.
A5. PERSONAL BUOYANCY
All persons going afloat from the Club shall wear adequate personal buoyancy. Wetsuits do not constitute adequate personal buoyancy. Competitors failing to comply with this rule shall be disqualified from that race.
A6. BOAT BUOYANCY
All boats shall meet the buoyancy requirements of their class rules and such additional requirements, if any, as shall be deemed necessary by the Club Committee. The Committee may, at any time, request the owner to submit his boat to a buoyancy inspection, if they are in doubt as to the adequacy of the buoyancy arrangements.

A7. SHIPPING
As there is only a narrow navigable channel, all boats must give way to shipping using this channel. Where practicable, the safety boat will proceed ahead of any shipping past the sailing area, approximately two ship lengths ahead, the exact distance to be at the discretion of the Safety Officer.    Any competitors passing between the safety boat and the ship, or otherwise dangerously close to, or impeding shipping, shall be liable to disqualification.      When a ship is observed approaching the sailing area, four short sound signals will be given to warn sailors of the danger.

A8. CLUB BOAT USAGE
During all official Sailing Club sailing activities, as specified in the current Race Card or sanctioned by members of the committee, the designated OOD has overall responsibility for all activities including club boats not actually racing.      The Safety Officer, as his deputy, is responsible for all on the water control where safety or distress of any river user is involved.    On any occasion where no OOD is appointed. The senior committee member present will assume responsibility of the OOD.
If club boats are being helmed to the detriment of their own safety, or the safety or enjoyment of other boats the responsible officer must take action to remedy the matter, this may include requiring the club boat to return to the shore.
Member competence must be verified before permitted to use a club boat unsupervised.
Members under eighteen, temporary members and guests using club boats must be supervised.  The rescue boat must be available unless the club boat is under direct 1 to 1 supervision.
.


PART B.            ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS APPLYING TO ALL VESSELS RACING

B1. RULES
All races shall take place under current Racing Rules of Sailing, the prescriptions of the RYA, these Sailing Instructions and the appropriate class rules, except as amended herein.
B2. RACE INFORMATION
The Course(s) to be sailed, notice of Class flags, times of preparatory and warning signals, and starts for each Class shall be displayed on the blackboard(s) below the race box at least fifteen minutes before the start, along with any other relevant race information, e.g. time limit, predicted time of high water etc.
International Code Flag " F " shall normally be used as Class Flag.
The times of start, and High water shall be published in the race card. Boats shall enter for each race individually. Entries after the five minute signal shall be at the discretion of the Race Officer. The minimum number of boats required to constitute a race shall be two.
B3. CHANGES TO SAILING INSTRUCTIONS
Any changes to Sailing Instructions shall be signified by displaying Flag "L" from the race box at least fifteen minutes before the start.

B4. STARTING
The starting line shall be formed when the transit poles on the North bank and the flagpole on the race box are in line, unless otherwise directed by the race officer. An outer and/or inner distance mark may also be used, however, these may not be on the line.      Signals will normally be made by displaying lights from the racebox. A warning signal shall be made five minutes before the start indicated by showing an orange light from    racebox. Where more than one class is being started, a green light shall be used for even numbered starts. These    will be accompanied by a sound signal. One minute later the preparatory signal will be made by showing a white light from the racebox accompanied by a sound signal.    Another three minutes later the one minute signal will be made with the white ligh extinguished accompanied by a sound signal.      After the last minute the start shall be signalled extinguishing the orange or green light as appropriate    accompanied by a sound signal.      If more than one class is to be started,    the start of the first race will be the warning for the second class and the above sequence will then be repeated.
In the event of technical issues with the light system described above, the five minute signal will be made by displaying the class flag intimated on the board, and the four minute by displaying flag P. These will be lowered at the start and one minute before the start respectively. 
Boats with a later starting time should avoid interfering with earlier starting classes until shortly after their own preparatory signal.
.

B5. RECALLS.
INDIVIDUAL.    Rule 29 shall not apply.      If any part of a boats hull or equipment is over the starting line when her start signal is made, The coloured light appropriate to the class shall continue flashing until all offending boats return across the start line or for five minutes whichever is sooner. Where flags are used instead, flax X will be displayed similarly. A second sound signal shall be made o draw attention to this. No hail or other signal shall be made and the onus of starting correctly shall rest with the helmsman of the boat concerned.
GENERAL. In the event of a General Recall, the coloured and white light shall continue to flash, or with flags, the "First Substitute" shall be displayed, accompanied by two sound signals. The race shall be restarted after the last advertised class. Fresh warning and preparatory signals shall be made as soon as practicable.
B6. FINISHING
The finishing line shall be the same as the starting line unless otherwise directed.
B7. SHORTENING COURSE
Courses may be shortened as follows: -
(a) Reducing the number of rounds - signalled by a flashing white light showing from the racebox (or by displaying flag "S" from the race box if flags are in    use) accompanied by two sound signals. The race will then finish for each boat as they NEXT CROSS THE FINISH LINE whether they are    leading or not. Average lap times may be used to allocate places.
(b) Finishing the race at a mark - signalled by displaying flag "S" on the bank, or safety boat opposite the appropriate mark, accompanied by two sound signals. The finishing line shall be between the mark and where the flag is displayed and the race will finish at that mark, on the round currently being sailed by the leading boat.
(c) When conditions make it difficult to complete the course, the race may be finished retrospectively - signalled by displaying flags "S" over "N", accompanied by two sound signals. Finishing positions will then be taken at the end of the last round completed by the leading boat.
In all these cases, the flags may be accompanied by the appropriate class flag(s) should these only refer to certain classes.

B8. TIME LIMIT
The time limit for any race shall be one hour unless otherwise stated on the blackboard. In the event of the leading boat finishing within that time limit, the limit shall be changed to her finishing time plus 20 minutes or 50% whichever is greater.
Thereafter, any boats not finished will be deemed to have retired. In the event of no boat having finished within the time limit, the race shall be abandoned. Competitors shall be informed whether the race shall be restarted or cancelled.
The one hour time limit shall not apply to any race whose course is set downstream of Sleepless Inch. Additionally, in the "Millhurst" or "Towback" race, a mark time limit may be set. This shall be the time that the turning/finishing mark will be set, normally a short distance ahead of the leading boat.
B9. ALTERNATIVE PENALTIES
The 720 degree alternative penalty rule shall apply.
B10. PROTESTS
Protests must be made out in accordance with the Racing Rules of Sailing, and lodged with the Race Officer within thirty minutes of a boat completing the race. When the time between races does not permit this, it will suffice if the race officer is informed of the competitor's intention to protest. The protest must then be lodged within thirty minutes of the boat finishing the last race of the day.      Protests shall be heard immediately following the end of the days racing, unless there is a valid reason why they should not be heard, in which case a date and time shall be set.    A white handkerchief will be accepted as a valid protest flag in absence of a red flag.
B11. RETIRALS
Declarations are required, immediately on coming ashore, from competitors who retire from a race.
B12. SCORING
Appendix A2 shall not apply.    Appendix A5.3 shall apply.
The scoring system shall be as follows.      For a series of four races, three shall count. If only three are held, two shall count. If fewer races are held, all shall count.      
For club racing, points shall only be awarded to competitors who are fully paid up members of the Club on the day of the race. Only such competitors will be eligible for any trophies or prizes.
In a long series, competitors must count at least 25% of races held. In a short series, competitors must count at least 60% of races held. The competitor with the lowest total points shall win the series.
The following are long series: - Spring, Points, ACH Series.
Monthly Mugs & Plaques are also long series but in addition, competitors must sail a minimum of four or all races, whichever is lesser, and must not have already won a mug/plaque that season.
All races count for Spring, A.C.H., Points, Monthly (mug/plaque) series except Pursuit, Commodore’s Fun, Regatta, restricted etc.
The following are short series: - Heathen's cup, Dewar Series, Kinnaird Medallion, "The Famous Grouse" Series, Friendship Series and Regatta.
B13. HANDICAPS
Handicap races shall be run under the RYA Portsmouth Yardstick scheme, using published numbers if available.
All racing will be on a handicap basis. If so directed at the AGM, the committee may use an alternative handicapping system.







